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Overview
1) Motivation
2) MDPs, Options, and SMDPs
3) Results inherited from SMDPs
4) Option-specific results



Motivation for temporal abstraction



Motivation for temporal abstraction (airport example)



Motivation for temporal abstraction (airport example)



Motivation for temporal abstraction (airport example)



Motivation for temporal abstraction (airport example)

What next?



Motivation for temporal abstraction (airport example)

Make a call.



Motivation for temporal abstraction (airport example)

Which implies getting up and finding your 
phone



Motivation for temporal abstraction (airport example)

… Which implies contracting your muscles in 
a specific sequence



Motivation for temporal abstraction (airport example)

… etc.

Now imagine for a second, how a trip to an 
airport would look like if we had no temporal 
abstraction mechanisms.



Motivation for temporal abstraction (airport example)

Should I walk?

Or take a taxi?



MDPs, SMDPs, and Options
Theoretical basis for temporal abstraction



MDPs
An MDP consists of:

A set of states

A set of actions,

Transition dynamics

One-step expected reward



MDPs



MDPs



Semi MDP



Options
An option                      consists of three components:

A policy::

A termination condition:

An initiation set:  

We say that the option is available at some state, if this state belongs to the 
option’s initiation set.



Semi-markov Options
Like options, but decisions could depend on history since initiation,

                                                            , denoted 

Therefore, now we need to re-define policy and termination conditions:



Semi-markov Options
Semi markov options naturally arise when:



Semi-markov Options
Semi markov options naturally arise when:

● An option needs to terminate after being executed for some time, regardless 
of the resulting state

● Options have access to a more fine-grained representation of the state that 
the higher-level policy



Options. More definitions and details
- - like action sets, but for options

Viewing simple actions as single-step options

Composing options (note: composition of Markov options is semi-Markov)

Policies over options:

Associated flat policy:

Note: even a policy composed of markov options is likely to be only semi-Markov.



MDPs, SMDPs, and Options (summary)



Relationship between Options and SMDPs



Rewriting Bellman equations with options
A few more definitions:

Where                      is the probability that option 
terminates in a state s’ after k steps.



Rewriting Bellman equations with options
Using these definitions, we can finally write



Rewriting Bellman equations with options



Similarly we can rewrite the bellman optimality equations.

Rewriting Bellman equations with options



Similarly we can rewrite the bellman optimality equations.

Rewriting Bellman equations with options



Why is it all useful?
Because we can now apply conventional DP algorithms to find policies over 
options.



Example



Example (option)



Example (hallway goal)



Example (non-hallway goal)



Learning



Option-specific methods: Interruption



Option-specific methods: Interruption



Option-specific methods:

Intra-option model learning and 
Intra-option value learning
Subgoals for learning options



Intra-option model learning:



Intra-option value learning:



Subgoals for learning options:



Summary
Options are temporally extended actions with initiation sets and termination 
conditions. Options defined over an MDP yield SMDPs and all SMDP methods 
and results apply.

Options compare favorably to SMDPs, since they also allow to leverage our 
knowledge about the structure of a temporally-extended actions. In particular, 
option-specific methods include:

● Interrupting options

● Intra-option model/value learning

● Learning with subgoals


